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Note, technological and political developments,
among other topics, have undergone recent
change and made stunning advancements that
are yet to be captured here. For example, when
this book project was started, the Internet was in
its infancy. The rapid advances in the global
communications systems alone is worthy of note
in the Creator’s Window. So, in some places you
may fill in certain logical gaps as you read by
simply thinking of and integrating your
understanding of current events.

The purpose of the Creator's Window
fits within the larger scope of
WindowView.org.  To better
understand how all this fits within the
window's holistic view, we encourage a
visit  to the WindowView web site.
Moreover, an outline for the entire
writing project, of which this document
is only one part, can be best appreciated
by reading the outline for the Creator's
Window at the web site.  Please reserve
your assessment of this presentation
until you examine the outline for its
larger context.

WindowView.org is a thought
resource that  entertains a larger
perspective based on Origins (as
related through scientific evidence and a
look at the Scriptures that identify a
beginning to our universe), to current
Global Changes (which you are familiar
from reading the nightly news), Time
Lines (based on science, human history
in general, and biblical projections), and
finally the role of a specific People
Group that has been an intended
messenger... one group that is meant
to shine a light on the path ahead of
all humanity.  Sounds like a tall tale?
Well, you are living today with all the
evidence that is used here... come
see how it looks through the
Window's View!

Look, discern, then decide for
yourself what it all means to you
personally!

Thank you for downloading this work.
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XI   --  VERY SPECIAL CONDITIONS

In simplest terms, I now see our material being is merely energy.  The

Universe and all life forms fit within energy’s guidelines described by the Laws

of Thermodynamics.  These principles help us to understand the nature of

energy.  For example, free energy tends to flow from a higher to lower, more

diffuse, state.  Entropy is the term used to describe this universal tendency

which moves toward a state of randomness.  Accordingly, the Universe's

present form will not last forever and energy in the larger system must

eventually achieve a level insufficient for life.  This is change at the universal

level.  The Earth has less than 10 billion years before the Sun shifts its

luminosity and sears the surface clean of every living being.  This is part of a

star’s energy-life cycle, which reminds me the life experience is now.  This flies

in the face of imaginative minds who hope to see Star Trekkers explore this

vastness forever.  This is not possible.  Eventually, by design, all stars burn out,

matter grows cold, and randomness fills space.

I am fascinated by present conditions!  Might they be anything but what

they are now?  To alter the Universe in a small way implies consequences

unraveling reality as we know it.  I am therefore left with a greater appreciation

for the present facts because they are what they are—and not some other way.

For example, were entropy stronger—set to an even greater degree of

randomness at the very beginning—no galaxies would form.  If weaker, early

galactic systems would prevent fragmentation into the more expansive stellar

systems.  In either case, the Universe would be void of the solar sources

required for life.   In the beginning—built into the master design—there was

always an end.  But for now precise conditions prevail and there is life.
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Just Right for Life

Conditions in the Universe

What would the Universe be if any one of a number of conditions were

changed, even ever so slightly!  Could any of the four forces differ without

consequence to the Universe?  Does the age, expansion, present energetics,

mass, or uniformity of the Universe mean anything in terms of humanity's

existence?  What if light traveled at a different speed?  While looking for

answers, our understanding of the following comparisons does not require a

graduate degree in science, they speak simply for the existence of very special

conditions.

Life on the Earth depends on specific conditions at the planet's

surface—and these are part of a universal continuum.  Foremost, life is based

on: the relationships between forces, the creative process of the Universe, and

the stellar products of a universal evolution.  A web of circumstance puts

humanity on a fine line, balanced between every chance possibility, including

no Universe at all, and just what we see now.  If any one parameter changed

slightly, even moving a decimal point the span of one digit, that alone would

prevent these words from appearing on this page!  This is most critical to your

understanding!  In spite of what could have been, this, of all things, this is it!

To provide a few examples, I next paraphrase some of Dr. Ross’ technical

explanations to drive the point home.54

If gravity were a bit stronger the ancient cosmic clouds would have

acquired greater volumes of atomic materials.  Consequently, stars would be

bigger and a greater amount of heavy elements would exist today.  But the

entire complement of stars would burn too hot and too quickly.  Stars the size
                                    
54  The examples I offer here are based on the writings of Dr. Hugh Ross in: The Fingerprint of

God.
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of our Sun just wouldn't form, thus eliminating the steady reliable energy

sources required for life.  If gravity were weaker, there would be plenty of

Suns, but scarce few, if any, of the larger stars required to generate heavy

elements.

If the strong force were weaker the atomic nuclei would not hold together.

Only the simple atom, hydrogen, which needs only one proton, would exist.

A stronger strong force prevents life because nucleosynthesis would fail to

manufacture elements heavier than iron.  Our metabolism, with its

requirements for special elemental cofactors, would be incomplete.

If the coupling constant55 for the weak force were slightly greater, neutrons

would decay faster than at present rates of radioactive decay.  Thus, fewer

neutrons would be available to make helium, and because helium is a required

ingredient for manufacture of heavy elements, every element—except

hydrogen—would be scarce or non-existent.  Furthermore—even with heavy

element manufacture—this circumstance works against the explosive expulsion

of heavy elements from the cores of supernovae.  The heavy elements would

be trapped in dense stars preventing steps leading to planets and life.

Conversely, a weaker weak force leads to: too much helium, too little

hydrogen, much more manufacture of heavy elements, and life would not

exist.  Supernovae explosions would lack a driving force provided by neutrinos,

because these particles would prematurely escape stellar cores leaving the

heavy elements behind and the cosmos would lack the ingredients for life.

Electromagnetism—the stuff that makes my baseball game a

reality—attracts and holds electrons and protons in their atomic relationship.  If

the electromagnetic coupling constant were weaker, electrons would not

maintain their present orbits.  Atoms just wouldn't be the same stuff!  If
                                    
55  A coupling constant is the value that describes and defines the strength of a force.
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stronger, electrons would not be freely shared between atoms.  In both cases,

the rules of molecular chemistry would change drastically—to the point of

chemical nonsense—making present life forms impossible.  The

electromagnetic force is also balanced with another facet of matter.  The mass

of both electrons and protons is set just right for the above stated

relationship.56  If either were heavier or lighter the scheme of atomic

relationships would change.

I speak in terms of evolution, because universal events unfold over time.

Time sets the Universe's age in perspective with events leading to the stars, the

solar system, and conditions favorable to life.  What if cosmic ages were

different?  According to Dr. Ross the first generation of stars appeared around

2 billion years after the Big Bang.  Another 10 to 12 billion years passes as

supernovae disseminate life's heavy elements into the expanse of the heavens

(Plate IV-B).  Thereafter another generation of solar stars, like the Sun, required

time to achieve a stable burn sufficient to support life.  The solar temperature

and luminosity must be just right.  Following this timeline, if the Universe were

younger, by several billion years, the window for life would not yet be opened.

If older by 10 billion or more years, the stable burn of the Sun, and other

similar stars, would have passed.  The window on life would then be closed.

Now, in the present, you sit before a window fully opened to life.  From all

appearances and scientific findings, the window is not of infinite size.

                                    
56  Ibid., H. Ross, page 125:  Dr. Ross also notes that protons have a certain, theoretical,

decay rate.  Overall, protons are very stable, but if the decay rate were higher, there would

be negative consequences to larger organisms that amass larger amounts of atomic

materials.  Higher decay rates would reduce the chance of physically stable life forms.  The

human body would have to over come particle decay on top of the normal challenges posed

by disease and other environmental stresses.  
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The uniformity of the Universe seems related to a burst of inflation as

proposed for the first moment of creation.  If the expansion of the Universe

was not relatively smooth, with a nearly even bang in every direction, matter

might have simply clumped into dense pockets—black holes—thus

jeopardizing the master design.  And what if the velocity of light or if the

energetics of atoms differed?  What if stars were closer together or changed

their energy output more quickly?  All these possibilities alter some immediate

working relationship and furthermore affect other subtending parameters.  The

Universe is a fabric of relationships.  Pull one or more threads and the weave is

completely altered.

Conditions on Earth & in the Solar System

Statistically speaking, the greater the number of coincidental factors there are

in supporting life’s delicately balanced systems—including Earth and its relation

to the planets and Sun—the greater the odds are against our existence.

Evolutionists suggests life is the product of a trial and error process.  But how

often do they mention the statistically remote chance for an alignment of all

the proper cosmic circumstances.  Dr. Ross presents, in The Fingerprint of God,

a table with 20 parameters offering evidence for a truly unique design for our

sun-earth-moon system.  Likewise, change any one of these 20

parameters—even slightly to a greater or lesser extent—and life would not exist

on Earth!  This list of 20 includes:

1) number of stars in the planetary system—i.e. our solar system
2) parent star birth date—i.e., the sun
3) parent star age
4) parent star distance from center of galaxy
5) parent star mass
6) parent star color
7) Earth’s surface gravity
8) Earth’s distance from parent star
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9) Earth’s axial tilt57

10) rotation period58

11) gravitational interaction with moon
12) magnetic field
13) thickness of crust
14) albedo (ratio of reflected light to total amount falling on Earth’s surface)
15) oxygen to nitrogen ratio in the atmosphere
16) carbon dioxide and water vapor levels in atmosphere
17) ozone level in atmosphere
18) atmospheric electric discharge rate
19) oxygen quantity in atmosphere
20) Earth’s seismic activity

You may wish to explore Dr. Ross’ writings for more details, but the key

issue here is that far too many factors require a precise setting even before

suggesting biological evolution is a chance process.  Cosmic parameters have

no means to adapt by some process of trial and error.  They simply are and

must precede life as if fine tuned to their present setting!  Life did not start

with the earth alone, but is now sustained by every contributing element from

the beginning of time.

Our solar system is 30,000 light years from the center of the Milky Way

galaxy, which is approximately 100,000 light years in diameter.  This raises a

fundamental issue concerning the prospect for life elsewhere in this galaxy.

Not every star has planets revolving around it.  Further, those with planets are

not all fit to support life.  Stellar age, energy output (light and heat), and

location in any given galaxy either qualifies or disqualifies a star as a candidate

for life support.  Thus only a small portion of all stars in the galaxy qualify.

                                    
57  The angle of the Earth's axis in relation to the Sun's position in space.  In other words, the

North and South poles don't align one over the other at a right angle to the position of the

Sun.  This axial tilt makes for the four seasons and accounts for a small but different distance

from the Sun to the northern or southern hemisphere.

58  The Earth rotates about its axis once every 24 hours.  This rotation tends to slow slightly

over time and will eventually lead to significantly longer diurnal cycles.
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The next consideration is the orbit, size, and conditions on a given planet.

After all, only one planet, with just the proper conditions, supports life in our

solar system.  In fact, of the items listed above, the first is sufficient to

eliminate 60% of all stars as candidates for life support.  Beyond this, items 5,

7, and 8 each eliminate more than 99% of all other star-planet systems as

candidates.  As the list of planetary candidates narrows, one sees how rare or

exceptionally special life conditions are within a Universe full of stars.

If the Sun’s color was redder or bluer, emitting light radiation skewed to

one end or the other of the visible light spectrum, then plant photosynthesis

would be insufficient to produce the crop yields or sustain the present flora.

The planet’s carrying capacity would be less, thus altering the potential for

human population growth which depends heavily on the photosynthetic

activity of agronomic crops.

Dr. Ross states that another dozen parameters are being considered for his

list of important life-support parameters.59  He concludes that the twenty listed

above:

‘...in themselves lead safely to the conclusion that much fewer than a
trillionth of a trillionth of a percent of all stars will have a planet capable of
sustaining advanced life.  Considering that the Universe contains only about a
trillion galaxies, each averaging a hundred billion stars, we can see that not
even one planet would be expected, by natural processes alone, to possess
the necessary conditions to sustain life.’

Others similarly make cases for Earth as a most unique planet—perhaps the

only planet to sustain life.  Humanity is left to a rather miraculous conclusion

                                    
59  Dr. Ross’ recent book simplifies information contained in The Fingerprint of God and

presents additional evidence, see: The Creator and the Cosmos: How the Greatest Scientific

Discoveries of the Century Reveal God.  (Colorado Springs: Navpress, 1993); as well as:

Creation and Time — A Biblical and Scientific Perspective on the Creation-Date Controversy.

(Colorado Springs: Navpress, 1994).
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which emphatically suggests life on this Earth is the only show in the Universe.

If humans are the work of the Creator's hands then the cosmic design and the

rarity of life provides supporting evidence for Him.  Looking from a more

secular view, I see something particularly frightening in all this.  If humanity

exists merely by chance, then humankind better be very careful to maintain

those few global parameters that influence the success of our present system.

Remember, the Earth is experiencing wide sweeping change.  Again, in the list

above, items 14 to 17 are factors humanity can and does change.  The albedo

changes as humans till the soil, build cities, and influence weather and cloud

patterns.  If climate changes create more or less cloud cover, less or more solar

light is reflected.  Oxygen, carbon dioxide, and ozone levels are part of a

changing atmospheric chemistry due to human activity.  As indicated later,

oxygen levels are not likely to fluctuate much, even in a most dramatic

scenario of upcoming change.  However, even subtle alterations in these

parameters open a door to incredible possibilities.

Window Pane Nine   

A Chiral Curiosity

To date, approximately 100 types of organic molecules are identified

among interstellar gases.  Scientists using radio telescopes make observations

of interstellar chemistry.60  Analyses of comets, asteroids, including direct

observations of meteor fragments indicate many types of complex molecules

form in the depths of space.  The presence of amino acids on meteor

fragments generated early speculation that life on Earth was seeded or

catalyzed by such compounds as they arrived during the planet's early history.

                                    
60  W. M. Irvine, “Chemistry in the Cosmos,”  AAAS 93 Program/Abstracts  (Washington, D.C.:

American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993)  paper 775.
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Figure 8:   MIRROR IMAGES.  These two molecules both contain three
atoms labeled ‘H,’ one ‘C,’ and one ‘X.’  Their chemical composition and
geometric appearance are identical, but they are also only reflections—mirror
images—of one another.  One of these molecules cannot be turned around to
fit exactly into the other.

This introduction of interstellar chemistry comes with a special catch.  If a

chemist synthesizes a molecule in a lab, for example an organic compound

found in a mammalian body, chances are excellent that he ends up with two

types of the same molecule.  These pairs are called stereo isomers and together

they make a racemic mixture.  To visualize the isomers I put my hand up to a

mirror.  The contour of thumb and fingers appear identical for the hand and

mirror image.  However, if the mirror image could be lifted from the glass, I

could not fit one of these hands into the other.  There is an awkward

characteristic of chiral asymmetry here.61  Both are identical in composition,

having the same number of digits, fingers and a single thumb, but both

isomers are unique!  Yet, in the general processes of life, only one type of

molecular isomer fits into metabolism.  Of all organic chemicals on Earth and

                                    
61  A. L. Lehninger,  Biochemistry  2nd ed  (New York: Worth Publishers, Inc.,  1975),  page

80:  ’Optical activity is shown by all compounds capable of existing in two forms that are

nonsuperimposable mirror images of each other; such compounds, which can exist in right-

handed and left-handed forms, are called chiral compounds [Greek for "hand"].’   
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in space, only half qualify for participation in life itself.62  These are all one

kind of mirror image, all left handed so to speak—not a mix of one and the

other.  This seems to leave us less to chance and more to a set pattern.

Interesting as this is, I can't see where anyone has fully explained why.  The Big

Bang laid the roadbed for the manufacture of atoms and random molecules,

but a distinctive driving force determined a differential chemistry between the

animate and inanimate.

The Beauty of All: It Works Beautifully

The business of science is to uncover not fabricate nor invent.  The Nobel

prizes are given to the ones who see things first.  Incredibly every prize given is

for something that was already there before scientists ever looked!  Finding

truth at all levels is the ultimate challenge to human thinking.  And I remember

that simplicity gave us complexity—i.e. this universe—to wade through.  

‘The trouble we're in now is that this standard model, the standard picture, is
very elegant; it's very powerful; it explains so much, but it's not complete.  ...
It's too complicated.  It has too many arbitrary parameters.

‘We don't really see the Creator twiddling 20 knobs to set 20 parameters to
create the universe as we know it.  That's too many.  Ever since the Greeks
started us on this road to understanding the atoms, the fundamental building
blocks of the universe, we've had this prejudice that there's something simple
underneath all of this.  And six quarks, and six leptons, and their antiparticles,
and their coming in different colors and in different charges, is too
complicated.

                                    
62  Ibid., page 82:  ‘The D and L stereoisomers of any given compound, e.g. alanine, have

identical physical properties and identical chemical reactivities, with two exceptions: (1) they

rotate the plane of plane-polarized light equally but in opposite directions; (2) they react at

different rates with reagents that are themselves asymmetric.  Most enzymes acting upon

amino acids have asymmetric binding sites and are thus capable of discriminating completely

between the D and L forms of amino acids.  All naturally occurring amino acids found in

proteins belong to the L stereochemical series. ...’
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‘And there's a deep feeling that the picture is not beautiful.  And that drive for
beauty and simplicity and symmetry has been an unfailing guidepost to how
to go in physics.’63

But isn't that just it?  Look at all the parameters, no matter their origin, their

inter-relatedness, their necessity in the whole puzzle, or their ability to explain

so much ... they all say: This Works!  Changing any one facet of the system

throws the balance and topples everything.  And yet, so many are immersed in

all the details, I find it incredible that something as obvious as present

knowledge doesn't stop us all in awe and wonder.  As noted above by a Nobel

laureate, Dr. Lederman, the beauty principle still haunts present explorations in

physics.  Things work so well.  But why should they?  Special conditions create

an intriguing mystery, but the intrigue does not stop here!  The view now

shifts again to indicate that some driving force in nature puts us here,

something a bit more special than chance alone.

                                    
63  Ibid., T. Ferris,  page 7.  Dr. Leon Lederman shared the 1988 Nobel Prize in Physics.


